WHERE YOUR STORY BECOMES YOUR DIGITAL ART

WHAT IS DIGITAL ART?

Global Marketplaces? Blockchain? Digital Art? Let us help you with this one.
Digital Art is represented by non-fungible tokens (“NFTs”), which hold your original artwork, along with
ownership rights. It is in some way unique and can be in the form of images, videos, animation and
music. These tokens are certificates of authenticity that use a decentralized digital database (the
“Blockchain”) to prove this ownership. Once they are permanently on blockchain, the artworks can be
bought and sold 24/7 using cryptocurrencies on dedicated marketplaces. In short: even if you save an
NFT without purchasing it, you still wouldn’t have an NFT but only a copy.

WHY BE PART OF THE NFT CRAZE?

•

The world started getting excited about NFTs between 2018 and 2019

•

Over $1bn of NFTs have been sold to date

•

The market is growing – February 2021 saw a higher trading volume than all of 2020 combined

•

What was deemed an experiment in NFT (such as Rare Pepes and Cryptokitties) has gone mainstream

•

The most expensive NFT sold so far for $69 million

•

Celebrities Elon Musk, Calvin Harris, Snoop Dogg (to name a few) have joined the NFT world

•

NFTs have become a powerful promotional tool for artists to showcase their talent

•

Ability to reach a new market in a short period of time

•

It adds a new dimension to your creativity

WHY US?

is a digital art agency that manages talent and NFTs, specialising in
showcasing creative talent using the blockchain.
We are a team of creatives, blockchain enthusiasts and digital artists. We have it all covered: we have
an operations and quality assurance expert, a marketing and PR specialist, a talented graphic and
motion design team and crypto & blockchain professionals. We will guide you all the way through the
process of creating, launching, monetising and managing your NFTs on marketplaces with the final
goal of selling and reaching your audience around the world in the most effective and efficient way.
We provide support, assistance and an introduction to the NFT world. We believe digital art is here to
stay.

WHO WE WORK WITH: THE TALENT

DIGITAL ARTISTS – we take your art global and monetise your creativity
ARTISTS – we take your real-world content, digitise it and monetise it
ENTERTAINERS – we help you take your creativity and digitise it
ATHLETES – your story becomes your digital art
ENTREPRENEURS – your knowledge developed into a NFT
AND MANY MORE…

HOW IT WORKS
1. Workshop – If your work is already digital, or perhaps just tangible, we workshop your vision with
our creative team to create one of a kind art. To kick off, you would meet our operations team to
discuss your idea and work.
2. Alignment and Creation – We then agree on a creative roadmap, and our team helps you digitise
it. You work closely with our creative team in order to produce the best digital artwork.
3. Distribution – Once your work of art has been digitised, we distribute it on dedicated platforms
and marketplaces, supported by a marketing, PR and a social media campaign. This is the part
where you just have to sit back and enjoy.
4. Sale – Only when we sell your art, a commission is taken from the sale. There are no hidden fees.
You can choose if you want to keep your income in crypto or prefer good old-fashioned money.

MARKETPLACES

OpenSea lets you buy and sell crypto collectibles, gaming
items, digital art, and other blockchain-based digital items.
There are over 700 different projects on this platform,
including trading card game, collectible games, and digital
art projects.

Foundation brings together leading talent from the crypto
and creative communities to the cultural realm. It bridges
crypto and culture to foster a network of mutual support
between artists, creators and collectors. It is a platform that
aims to build a new creative economy—a world where
creators can use the Ethereum blockchain to value their
online expression in entirely new ways, and build stronger
connections with their supporters.

Rarible is also one of the NFT marketplaces where you can
buy/sell NFTs. It is interesting that it has the Opensea
integration, which means you can view the collectibles you
have created on rarible.com on OpenSea and manage them
there as well. Rarible has also created RARI- the governance
token of Rarible which you can earn by actively participating
on the platform.

So far, nearly 1 million items have been traded via the Enjin
Marketplace. Enjin also created Enjin coin in 2017, which uses
blockchain technology and can be infused into NFTs through a
process called minting. It also has real-life value, meaning that
all NFTs created with it have real-life value, too.

MARKETPLACES

PlayDapp is a dApp game portal that provides C2C
Marketplace. All PlayDapp games are interoperable thus
providing a portfolio of game content that gamers can enjoy
with their non-fungible tokens (NFT). Gamers can also trade
their characters and items in the C2C marketplace in
addition to increasing the value of the NFT by leveling up,
strengthening, and amalgamating them.

Decentraland is an NFT marketplace as well as the first fully
decentralized virtual world where you can buy and sell LAND,
Estates, Avatar wearables and names in the Decentraland
Marketplace backed by the ethereum blockchain.
Decentraland is controlled via the DAO, which owns the most
important smart contracts and assets of Decentraland.

As one would expect from a platform called BakerySwap,
the native token is called BAKE. BakerySwap is actually a
decentralized exchange built on the Binance Smart Chain.
On BakerySwap, stakers of the BAKE token can explore
bakery-themed menus.

Portion is also one of the Top 10 marketplaces in expansion,
based on the Ethereum blockchain (ERC-20), which enables
participants to verify authenticity and prove ownership. This
marketplace has developed their own Portion Token.

SERVICES

THE 360 PACKAGE
If you have a great idea, but are unsure how to approach the NFT market, contact us and we will help you produce your NFT
and market it. After that, you can just sit back and relax as we handle the rest of the process for you.
commission 30 - 50%

THE 180 PACKAGE
If you already have an NFT, but need a bit of help promoting it, this is the package for you. As a team who is daily in touch
with the NFT market, we know the trends and the best platforms to showcase your digital art we offer the best promotion
for your NFT, depending on its subject, message etc.
commission 25%

For more information or
to become part of
contact us: info@un1que.io or visit us: un1que.io

instagram twitter

